Abstract|In this paper, we present the idea of nonclassical similarity transformation, which takes into account the e ect of the parameter on the boundary layer thickness, where is the ratio of wall velocity to the free stream velocity. The transformation is applied to the uid ow over a moving at plate (Blasius pro les).
INTRODUCTION
where f is the nondimensional stream function de ned by f = ( = p U 1 x), and is the dimensional stream function, U 1 is the uid velocity, is the uid kinematic viscosity, = y p (U 1 = x), and is equal to the ratio of free stream velocity to boundary velocity. When = 0, the problem is reduced to the well-known problem of Blasius, Weyl 2] establishing the existence and uniqueness of solutions using functional analytical methods. In the present work, a di erent formulation of the problem is given that takes into account the e ect of the parameter on the boundary layer thickness, which results in a modi ed di erential equation. This will be accomplished in the second section. In Section 3, the e ect of the new formulation on the boundary layer thickness is discussed.
MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION
The ow of an incompressible uid over a semi-in nite at plate is described by the dimensional Navier-Stokes equations 
where u is the component of the velocity in the direction of the uid ow, v is the velocity in the direction normal to u, and is equal to the ratio of free stream velocity to the wall velocity.
To make the equations dimensionless, we follow the procedures of Schlichting 7] . Note at rst, that the boundary layer thickness is proportional to p t, where t denotes the time consumed by a particle traveling a distance x from the leading edge of the plate. For a particle outside the boundary layer, t = (x=U 1 j1 + j). We now introduce the new dimensionless coordinate 
Writing down the further terms of equation (3), then after simpli cation, the following ordinary di erential equation will result: f f 00 + j1 + j f 000 = 0; Thus, the solution obtained for this case agrees with the fact that far from the boundary layer, the stream function is given by (x; y) = U 1 y.
However, in the neighborhood of = ?1, say for = ?1 + ", where j"j 1, the di erential equation (10) will be "f 000 + f f 00 = 0; (12) with the boundary conditions
When " ! 0, we get a singular perturbation problem with the distinctive feature that there is no associated boundary layer. Indeed, letting " = 0, the following di erential equation is obtained for the outer solution: f f 00 = 0;
and the solution f ( ) = satis es all boundary conditions at 0 and 1.
Further investigation leads us to the following Ansatz for the inner solution:
Equation ( (10) will be the subject of a subsequent paper 8],
